BUFILE ONE ZERO FIVE DASH EIGHT TWO FIVE FIVE FIVE.

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, IS DASH R.

REMYCAB NOVEMBER TWO EIGHT LAST.

IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING RECEIPT OF AUTHORIZATION CIA HERE-MADE

GILBERTO ALVARADO IGARTEM AVAILABLE TO MEXICAN MINISTRY OF
GOBERNACION PAREN INTERIOR PAREN YESTERDAY AFTERNOON. ALVARADO
PRESENTLY IN CUSTODY OF MEXICAN AUTHORITIES AND BEING INTERROGATED.
HE APPARENTLY HAS STUCK TO HIS STORY UP UNTIL NOW BUT INTERROGATION
CONTINUING.

CIA ADVISES THAT LUIS ECHEVERRIA, ACTING MINISTER OF
GOBERNACION, COMMENTED THAT HE FOUND ALVARADO'S STORY QUOTE
FASCINATING UNQUOTE.

SILVIA DURAN RELEASED BY MEXICANS SIX PM YESTERDAY BUT
REPORTEDLY CONTINUES TO BE UNDER HEAVY SURVEILLANCE AND SUBJECT TO
BEING REARRESTED. RESULTS OF HER INTERROGATION NOT YET RECEIVED
BUT UNDERSTOOD SHE GAVE NO NEW INFORMATION.

PRESS HERE ANNOUNCED TODAY THAT MEXICAN GOVERNMENT HAD
REJECTED CUBAN DIPLOMATIC NOTE WHICH PROTESTED ARREST OF DURAN BY
MEXICAN AUTHORITIES ON NOVEMBER TWO THREE LAST. REJECTION STATED
TO BE BASED ON NATURE OF LANGUAGE USED BY CUBANS IN THEIR NOTE.
CIA STATION CHIEF ADVISED TODAY THAT CAPTAIN FRANKLYN A. WHEELOCK GARCIA OF NICARAGUAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICE IS ARRIVING IN MEXICO CITY TODAY TO BE AVAILABLE TO ASSIST MEXICANS IN INTERROGATION OF ALVARADO IF SUCH ASSISTANCE DESIRED.

THIS MORNING AMBASSADOR MANN EXPRESSED TO US HIS GREAT PLEASURE AT AUTHORIZATION GIVEN FOR CIA TO MAKE ALVARADO AVAILABLE TO MEXICANS. HE STATED HE FELT THIS WAS ONLY WAY TO RESOLVE QUESTION OF VERACITY OF ALVARADO'S STORY.

IN VIEW OF FACT THAT ALVARADO'S INTERROGATION BY MEXICANS IS CONTINUING IT IS BELIEVED THAT SUBMISSION OF DETAILED MEMO COVERING INVESTIGATION TO DATE IN MEXICO SHOULD BE HELD IN ABYANCE UNTIL FINAL RESULTS OF INTERROGATION OF ALVARADO AVAILABLE. UACB THIS WILL BE DONE.